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Abstract 
We study the asymptotic behaviour of normalized sums of n random variables 52. = n- 1/2 (X1 + X2 + ..- + X,). We 
obtain a necessary and sufficient condition in order that the moments of 52, converge to the moments of a normal 
distribution. This condition is expressed by means of polynomial dependence oefficients pj,,j ...... i.. Then, one can 
obtain central imit theorems with minimal assumptions. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {X.} be a sequence of real random variables defined on a probabil ity space (t2, d ,  P). 
Probabil ists have wanted to know the distributions of X1 + X2 + ... + X.  and (X1) 2 + (X2) 2 
+ .-- + (X.) 2. At first, this problem has been studied with the Xj's independent. Then, one has 
tried to weaken this assumption. In this paper, we shall notice that orthogonal  polynomials can 
give a strong answer to this problem. 
For sake of simplicity, we suppose that the Xj's have the same law m with ~z {X~ } = 0 (where E { -} is 
expectation). Then, we denote by {Pj}j~ ~ the family of orthonormal  polynomials associated to m. 
When the X /s  are independent, usual proofs use the Fourier transform [11, 12]. 
Notations 1.1. Let M be a probabil ity on Eh, he  N*. Let Q~L2(R h, M). We define thg, M by 
, ,  it) = fe it (xl + x2 +"" + xh' g (X l ,  X2, "'" , Xh ) M (dx l ,  dx2 ,  --. , dxh). 40, 
Then, we set ~b, = ~b,., where #, is the law of (X1, X2 . . . .  , X,). 
In this paper, we represent by e any real sequence which converges to 0 as n--* oc. Then, by 
derivation of chVj.m, one proves easily that the Fourier transforms of the P/s  have the following 
property. 
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Theorem 1.2. For all j e  ~, #9p~.m(t) = (crj/j !)(it) j + o(I tl j) where crj = F_ {Xl Pj(XI)}. Moreover, let 
I ~ ~. Then, for all j ~ ~, 
) it V/ '-J ( t '-J)) ---flt~) t 1+,~=,  ~']'k(it)k +0 ~ . 
So, orthogonal polynomials fit well to this study. As a matter of fact, the above property is more 
convenient for the study of limit distributions. 
For exact distributions, we can use the Hermite or Laguerre polynomials. Indeed, let {Hi} and 
{L]} be the families of orthonormal polynomials associated to N(0, 1) and 7(a, 2), respectively, 
where N(m, 0 -2) is the normal distribution on ~ with mean m and variance o -2, and 7(a, 2) is the 
gamma distribution with parameters a and 2, a > 0. Then, we have the following equalities [15, 
p. 376, Eq. (19)], [9, p. 312], [8]. 
Theorem 1.3. For all j ~ ~, 
(it)Je -t2/2 F~!a +J )  (2it) i
tknjN,o,l)(t) = x//~ ! and ~L~.~(a, 2)(t) :  ~/ Tff-(-a~ (I - -2 -~ ~+i" 
Then, by using this result, we obtain the exact distribution of a sum of n random variables. 
Indeed, we suppose that (X1, X2, . . . ,  X,) has a density belonging to L 2 with respect o N (0, 1) ® = 
N(0, 1) ® N(0, 1) @ -.- @ N(0, 1), the product normal distribution on R". Then, we can obtain 
f and g, the density with respect to N(0, n) and ~(n/2,2), of X1 + X2 + .-. + X. and 
(X1) 2 + (X2) 2 + -.. + (X.) 2, respectively. 
In this purpose, we define the complex random vector (Z1, Z2 , . . . ,  Z.)  by Zs = i Us + Xs, where 
(UI, U2, . . , ,  U,) is independent of (X1, X2, . . . ,  X,) and has the distribution N(0, 1) ®. Then, it is 
shown that the density of X~ + Xz + ... + X,  is equal to 
and that the density of X~ + X 2 + --. + X 2 is equal to 
1=o L -~  
where B is a random variable which has the Beta distribution with parameters ½and ½(n - 1) (i.e. 
f_{Hzs((By)lla)} is a Laguerre polynomial). 
As a matter of fact, these results are still valid in the vector case (i.e. for the random vectors 
{X~,I + XLE + "'- + X~,,} and {(X~.I) z + (Xs.z) a + --. + (X~,.)2}). These results are proved in 
[3]. 
Therefore, these results generalize some key theorems of the probability theory, If we compare 
them with the above results, we notice efficiency of the Fourier transform of orthogonal poly- 
nomials in this study [12, pp. 133, 158-162, 171-173], [6, 8, 14]. 
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In this paper we use the same method for limit distributions. We set ~.= 
n-UZ(x1 + X2 + ." + Xn). By the famous central limit theorem, we know that ~.  has asymp- 
totically the distribution N(0, tr 2) if the Xj's are independent and a 2 = IF{(X,) 2} < oo. The 
generalization of this result for the no-independent case has been treated in many papers. 
Generally, these papers use the Ibragimov's theorems on the strong mixing sequences [10]. 
At first, we need the following notations. 
Notat ions  1.4. For  all ( j  1, j2, . . . ,  j . )  6 ~", we set p j,, j~ ..... J. : IF { PJl (X 1 )" PJ2 (X 2 )"" Pin (Xn) } and 
aj,,j~ ..... j. = IF { Pj~(X1)" Pj~(X2)... Pj.(X,)}, where/~j = {aj/(j!)} Pj. 
• 'S  Then, the convergence of moments is equivalent to a condition on ~Jl,J~ ..... J. • 
Theorem 1.5. All the moments Mq = ~: {(X1 + X2 + ... + Xn)a /n q/2 } converge to M q e R if and only 
if, for all q ~ ~, there exists Sq ~ ~ such that 
(q!n -q/2) ~ °~j,,j2 ..... j, 
J l  + J2  + "'" +Jn=q 
js<~ 2
converges to Sq. 
For the convergence to a normal distribution, we can specify this theorem. 
Theorem 1.6. For all q e N, Mq is the moment of order q of a distribution N(0, M2), if and only if for 
all qe N, Sq is the moment of order q of a distribution N(0, $2). In this case, M2 = $2 + (al) 2. 
• 'S  The interest of these theorems is that the pj,,j2 ..... J. are indeed dependence coefficients. For 
example, pj,, j2 ..... j. = 0 if one of the X is  is independent of the other ones. 
• ~S As a matter of fact, the PJ,,J2 ..... ~. measure polynomial dependences and each one measures 
a particular type of dependence. In particular, when n = 2, PJ,,J2 is the polynomial correlation 
coefficient of order ( j l , j2)  between X1 and X2. For example, Pl, 1 is the classical correlation 
coefficient: Pl, ~ measures the linear dependence. 
As a matter of fact, by using the p j,, j2 ..... j,'s, we can have a complete study of dependence. The 
most interesting property of these coefficients is that they can detect the most of the functional 
dependences [1, 3, 13]. 
On the other hand, Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 give only an equivalence to the convergence of 
moments. In other words, we only turn this convergence of moments into a condition on the 
dependence coefficients p j,, j~ ..... j.. Therefore, in these theorems, there is no asymptotical indepen- 
dence assumption. Besides, we can easily build up some sequences {X, } whose moments converge 
without the fact that the Xj's are independent. For example, let us take X. = e. Y where Y has 
a normal distribution and e, = __+ 1 is correctly chosen. 
As a matter of fact, in order to have asymptotical independence conditions, it is enough to 
• 's Clearly, by this method, we shall obtain choose assumptions a little stronger on the pj,,j~ ..... ~. .  
minimal assumptions for the central imit theorem. For example, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1.7. We suppose that 
n-2  
E PJl,J2 . . . . .  J. 
J l  +J2 + "'" +Jn =4 
Js = 2 or 0 
converges to O. We suppose also that for all q E N*, 
n-q/2(q"( ~ ~ ... ~ ~-{X,1X,2""X,,}) 
\ t~=l t2=t l+ l  g,q=~q_l-[-1 
converges to the moment of order q of N(O, $2), and that 
n- q/2 E P J,, J2 . . . . .  jn 
j l+ j2+- . .  + jn=q 
Js <~ 2, only one Js = 2 
is bounded. 
Then, ~, has asymptotically the normal distribution N(0,M2) with M2 = $2 + (crx) 2. 
In order to better appreciate the interest of these results, we are going to compare them with the 
classical theorems on the strong mixing processes. For this purpose, we need the following 
notations. 
Notations 1.8. We set b 2 = E{(X1 + X2 + ... + X,)2}. Moreover, in the Theorems 1.9 and 1.11, 
we define exceptionally Z ,  by y~, = (Xx + X2 + ... + X,)/~,. 
Let r(n) be an increasing sequence such that r(n)E N, r(1) = 0, r(n) ~< n, and [r(n)]/n converges 
to 0 as n ~ oo. We define the sequences u(n) and t(n) by: u(1) = 1, t(1) = 0, u(n) = Max{mE N*: 
2m + r(m) ~ n} and t(n) = n - 2u(n) when n >/2. 
Then, we set ~. = (X~ + X 2 + "'" + Xu) /~u,  2 ;  = (Xu+t+l  + Xu+t+2 -'~ "'" "~ X2u+t) /~u and 
4. = (x .+ x + x .+ 2 + ... + 
We suppose that {X,} is strictly stationary and that E{{ 2 } converges to 0 as n ~ m. 
As a matter of fact, we have just decomposed Z,  in two terms Z,  and ~',, and ¢, which separates 
them is negligible. Then, we can choose asymptotical independence onditions between Y~, and 5-",. 
In the following theorem, these conditions are written using moments [4]. 
Theorem 1.9. We suppose that,for all p and q E N*, ~ {(F~,)v(E',) q } - E {(E.)v] E [(E;) q } converges 
to 0 as n--* oo. 
Then, all the moments of y,, converge to the moments of N (O, 1). 
Clearly this theorem has stronger assumptions than Theorem 1.7. 
Remark 1.10. In Theorem 1.5, we have chosen a denominator equal to n 1/2 in order not to have 
complicated statements. However, we can generalize this result without big difficulties if we replace 
n ~/2 by another function. Anyway, it does not change anything to the main result of this paper: we 
can still obtain a logical equivalence with the convergence of moments. 
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Now, in usual central imit theorems, the asymptotical independence onditions are generally 
written by using sets. Moreover, results on moments are theorems which assert that moments 
converge under some assumptions [16]. 
So, it is difficult to compare well classical results with above theorems. For example, on the one 
hand, we suppose that moments exist. On the other hand, the assumptions on dependence are 
much stronger than a necessary and sufficient condition. 
However, the following theorem allows us to have a better understanding of respective interest of 
these results. Indeed, Theorem 1.11 corresponds to Theorem 1.9, but with asymptotical indepen- 
dence conditions which are written by using sets [5]. 
Theorem 1.11. We suppose that there exists a sequence 7ZR ~ 0 such that ~-IZ,I ~>k{(~,) z } ~< ~k" 
We set ~'-k, p, q = [P + 4-k  q, p + 4-k(q  q_ 1)[, p ~ 7/, k, q ~ ~, 0 <~ q <~ 4 k. We suppose that, for all 
k, p, p', q, q', (p, q) ~ (p', q'), P{ {~,u~J"k,p,q}t ' -~{~'u~k,p, ,q,}} -- P{~uG~-k ,p ,q}  -- P{£'u~.~'-k,p,,q  } 
converges to 0 when n -~ ~.  
Then, ~,  is asymptotically distributed as the normal distribution N(0, 1). 
As a matter of fact, Theorems 1.5-1.7 have been proved in 1989 [2]. Then, these results have 
suggested a weaker theorem: Theorem 1.9. As the form of this one was more usual, it has been 
published earlier in order to appreciate better the results of [2]. At the same time, the theorems for 
exact distributions have been written in [3]. Then, we have proved Theorem 1.11 in order to have 
assumptions using sets. 
Now, this last theorem has also independence hypotheses much weaker than those known so far. 
For example, for the strong mixing sequences, for all Borelian set ~ and ~', [P{{Y~ue~}n 
Now, if we suppose also that (~.)2 = ~rn(1 + o(1)), then •, converges if and only if [l l, p. 339] 
lim ~lim sup {E,z,, >~k {E~}  } = 0. 
k~oo l n ' - "~ 
Finally, in Theorem 1.7, orthogonal polynomials have therefore allowed to obtain very interest- 
ing forms of central imit theorems. 
We have to emphasize that it is the results of this paper which have suggested Theorems 1.9 and 
1.11 (the proof of Theorem 1.11 is the simple adaptation of the Ibragimov's one). Indeed orthogonal 
polynomials give a more simple presentation of some probabilist's problems: it is not their least 
interest. 
Remark 1.12. (i) We can obtain Theorem 1.5 without using orthogonal polynomials. But it is not 
the same when denominators ~n are different from n 1/2. As a matter of fact, the purpose of this 
paper is to let people know the method used herein before we finalize some new results about other 
stable distributions. 
(ii) All these results are detailed in [21. 
2. Notations of Fourier transforms 
At first, we recall that one can write characteristic functions by using moments. 
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Theorem 2.1. For all I e ~*, 
, 
#a. t = ~ Mk ~ + o(Itll). 
k=0 
So, we need series expansion limited at order I in order to prove the convergence of the moments. 
Notations 2.2. We set 
fq (x i ,x2 , . . .  ,x ,)  = ~, pj,,2~ ..... j Pj,(xi)Pj~(x2)'"P~n(x,), 
J l+J2+"" +Jn=q 
I 
f[,l = 2 f#, tkl = CsZ. m® and 4#1 = Cs~"!,.®, 
q=0 
where m ® is the product measure m ® m ® ..- ® m on ~". 
Let M~ m be the measure which has the density funct ionf  m with respect o m ®". Then, M~ ui has 
the same moments of order (ix,J2 . . . . .  j,) as (X1 ,X2 , . . . ,X , )  if j l  +j2 + "'" + j ,  ~< I: 
t~n[ I I ( t )  - -  O.(t) = o(It*l). (1) 
Therefore, in order to study the convergence of the moments, it is enough to study each q~. 
For example, Po, o ..... o = 1. Therefore, 
which is the characteristic function of n - 1/2 (~'1 "[- X2  -[- "'" ~- "eYn) where the .gj's are independent 
and have the law m, Therefore, by the central imit theorem 
converges to e -t2/2. Moreover, we know that the moments of n-1/2(X1 + )~2 + "'" +-g , )  con- 
verge to the moments of N(0, 1) (cf, for example, [16]). Then, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. In this paper, we denote by 12k the moments of the normal distribution N(O, a2). 
Moreover, we denote by 12 indexed by n and k the sequences which converge to jag as n ~ (3(3. 
Then, with these notations, 
[ , . ( i t )  k 
</>.,t.v/~) j = 1 + k:22 12q, k ~.  + o(Itl'). 
Now, we study qS~. Clearly, p~,,~ ..... ~n 
~bt°l(t/x/~), and M1 = O. 
= 0 if a single js :~ 0. Therefore, ~b~ = 0, Cm (t/x/~) = 
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3. Lemmas 
At first, we introduce the following notations. 
Notation 3.1. Let 6eq* the substitution of {{ j , , j2 , . . . ,  j.} ~ M"Ijl + j2 + "" + j. = q} defined by 
5¢q*(Jl,j2,-.. , j ,) = {ul, u2,. . . ,  u,} where ul ~> u2/> -.. ~> u,. 
We suppose n > q because n ~ ~.  Then, uq+l = us+2 . . . . .  u. = 0 and we define 5aq by 
~( j l , j2 , . . . , j , )  = {Ul,Uz,.. . ,us} (q > 0). 
Let ~q = {5~s(jl,j2, ... ,J,)JJ~ +j2 + "'" +J ,  = q}. Let Cq6~q. By misuse of our notations, we 
set us~(gs = {us~ls  = 1,2,... ,q, {Ul,U2,...,uq}=(gq}. 
We set 
S~. = (q!) 
~J l ,  Jz . . . . .  Jn] 
'gaq ( J l  , J2 . . . . .  in) = e'q and S; = (q!) 
Jl +J2 + '~" +Jn=qO~J1"J2 ..... Jnl 
,P ] 
Then, we have the following property. 
Lemma 3.2. For all q ~ ~*, 
= Sg-~-.t + o(Itl~). 
Moreover, ifS~ converges to Sq, then, 
= ~q ~-.v + °(Itlq)" 
Proof. We know 
{ "'"" ..... "( 
By Theorems 1.2 and 2.3, 
[ ,~r ,  ~be"'" (~)1[  (~nn) ]  "-q ( VI a ' ){ i t )q  t 4',, = I  ~ ~ +O(Itlq) • 
Therefore, 
cb,q (~nn) (it)q = Sff~--.v + o(Itlq). [] 
Now, we have also the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let q ~ N such that Sg, is bounded for all (gq ~ ~q. Then, for every 1 ~ N*, 
(it)kl [ ] 
q~,q = Sq q[ L + #k-~-.J + (it)q RL=X eq*k(it)* + o(Itl q+') 
Moreover, 
(-~n) " (it)q[ I (it)k~ [ I ] 
#~q. =oq--~. 1 +k~=lt~k-~. J+(it)q k~=oeq, k(it) k +o(It[  q+') 
if S,~ converges to Sq. 
Proof. By Theorems 1.2 and 2.3, we can also write 
•, ~ + L [~.]k + o(]tl') 
Therefore, 
~b.q(~n)-= ~ Sgq (it)q[1 L (it)k 1 [] 
Now, we need the following notations. 
Notations 3.4. Let h, k and r be three integers uch that 1 <~ r ~< k ~< h. We set 
tl ¢ t2# ... ¢ t , , t r+ l , . . . , tk={( tx , t2 , . . . , t , t ,+ l , . . . , t k )e{1 ,2 , . . . ,n}k l t s#t~ , 
ifs < S' ~< r}, 
tl ~t2 ¢ "" ¢ t , - -1 , t ,+ l , . . . , tk= {(t l , t2, . . . , t , - - l ,  t r+l , . . . , tk)e{1,2, . . . ,n}k-- l l t~¢ts '  
In particular, (tl, t : , . . . ,  tk) = {1, 2, ..., n} k. 
Then, we can prove the following property. 
Lemma 3.5. For all s~{1,2 .... ,k}, we denote by R~ a 
R~(x)=Pl(X)=X/al  if j s= l .  We set X~=lj~=h. We 
i f s<s '~r -1} .  
polynomial of degree j~ such that 
set also k l=card{ j~=l} ,  k2= 
card {Js = 2} and ka = card {js > 2}. We define H* by H* = h -  1 if k3 = 0 and k2 <. 1, and 
H*=h-2  if not. We define H by H=H*  if H* is even and H=H* + I if not. We set 
Bh = max {1,1Mgl }. 
Then 
(£ ,) 
t l  ~ . . .  ~tZtr, t r+ 1 . . . .  , t  k 
,/P <<. c(n)" Bn + K3IM~,I, 
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with c(n) = K1 when k3 = O, and c(n) = n- 1/1K2 when k3 > O, where K1, K2, K3 are three constants 
with K3 = 0 if there exists s such that js >~ 2. 
Proofi We prove this property by recurrence on r. At first, we prove it for r = 1 when there exists 
s such that js > 1 (the result is obvious if not). 
By Holder's inequality, 
E S=I  
<~ IF- I t~= l Xt  R~(Xt) t= l  
n 
1In  
R~(Xt) 
t= l  
1/n 
[~(1) ]  1 -~k, +ks +k3. -  
Moreover,  
Rs(Xt) ~ E{[R~(X,)] u } 
t= l  ~ t l , t2 ,  "'" , IH  
n n It 
= E{[Rs(X,)] n} < + oo. 
Now we suppose that Lemma 3.5 holds for all k ~< h and all r' ~< r - 1. Then, 
I ~ R,(Xt,)R2(Xt2)'"RR(Xtk) 1 
~_ tt # t2 ~ ... # t r - l , t t , . . . , tk  N / / -~  
I ~ R,(Xt,)R2(Xt2)'"Rk(Xt,)] 
~Z tl #t2  ~ "'" ~ t r ' t r+ l ' ' " ' tk  
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~ JR1 (Xt l )Rr (Xt , ) ] 'R2(Xt2) . . .  Rr-1 (Xt, ,)R¢+x (Xt,+,)'" Rk(Xtk)] 
"q- ~ tlC~t2~ ... ¢:tr_l,tr+l,...,tk 
J 
I R, (x,,). [a2(x,=)a,(X,a)] 
+ E t~t2# . . . .  ~,t,+l ..... t~ 
' l -  " ' "  . 
Then, it is enough to apply the recurrence assumption. [] 
4. Proofs of the theorems 
4.1. Proof of the sufficiency condition of Theorem 1.5 
We prove by recurrence on h that, for all q ~< h, M~ and Sg converge, and that Sgq is bounded for 
all (gqe ~q. 
We have already studied ~b ° and ~b~. Clearly S~ = 1 and S] --- 0, and the property holds for q ~< 1. 
So, we suppose that it holds for all q <<, h - 1. 
Let Ch = (Ul, U2, ... ,  Uh) with ul >~ 3. By Lemma 3.5, 
E I tl ¢t2~''" ~tk 
Pu, (x, ) (x,2) Puk (X,k) l 
converges to 0. Therefore, Sg h converges to 0. 
Due to our assumption, we know that the sum of the Sgh's uch that ul ~< 2 converges. Therefore 
S~' converges also. Then, by Theorem 2.1, Eq. (1), and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we deduce that 
Mh ~ converges. 
Then, we deduce from Lemma 3.5 that all the Sgh's are bounded. 
4.2. Proof of the necessity condition of Theorem 1.5 
Now, we suppose that all the moments converge. 
At first, we prove that the S~'s converge. For h = 0, 1, this result is obvious. 
So, we suppose that, for all q ~< h - 1, Sq converges to Sq. By Lemma 3.5, for all p E N*, all the 
S~p's are bounded. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 3.3. Then, from Theorem 2.1, Eq. (1) and 
Lemma 3.3, we deduce that St, converges. 
It is enough to use Lemma 3.5 again in order to complete the proof. 
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4.3. Proof of Theorem 1.6 
We suppose that the M~'s converge (or, by Theorem 1.5, the S~"s). By Lemma 3.5, we deduce that 
the S~,'s are bounded. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 3.3. 
Then, the expansion limited at order h of 
converges to 
h h-q (it)q+k 
I2 
q=Ok=O (qI)(k!) 
Therefore, 
h (h!) 
Mh = ~ Sh-t #,. 
,=o [(h -- t)!J(t!) 
Therefore, if we know the Sq's, we know also the Mh'S, and conversely. Then, we can easily verify 
that, if Sq is the moment of order q of N(0, $2), M~ is the moment of order q of N(0, #a + $2). 
We remark that is possible that $2 < 0. In this case, the Sq's are the moments of iF, where Y has 
the distribution N(0, - $2). 
4. 4. Proof of Theorem 1.7 
At first, we prove by recurrence on h that all the M]'s are bounded. We suppose that this 
property holds for all q ~< h - 1. By Lemma 3.5, S~ and Sq are bounded when q < h. ('q 
By Lemma 3.5 again, Senh is bounded if (9 h = (ul, u2, . . . ,  Uh) with ul >/3 or u2 ~> 2. Therefore, by 
the hypothesis, all the Senh's are bounded. Therefore S~, is bounded. 
Therefore, all the S~ and Sgq are bounded for q ~< h. We deduce from Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 
3.2 and 3.3 that M~ is bounded. Therefore all the moments are bounded. 
Now we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. We suppose R1 = P2. Then, for all r, 1 ~ r <~ k, 
converges to O. 
Proof i  By the Schwartz inequality, 
k 2 
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By Lemma 3.5, the term on the right-hand side is bounded. 
Moreover, 
n -2E ~,(X, )  -n  -2 E{Pz(XJ z}=n -2 ~ E{P2(X,,)Pz(X,~)} 
t= l  1=1 tl :~t2 
which converges to 0 by assumption. We deduce the lemma if r = 1. 
When r > 1, we prove the result by recurrence by using the same equality as in Lemma 3.5. []  
Therefore, Sg~ hconverges to 0 for Oh = (Ua, u2, . . . ,  Uh) with ul = 2. By Lemma 3.5, it is the same 
when ul >/3. Then, all the S~,'s converge to the Sh'S. Therefore, it is enough to apply Theorem 1.6 
and the moments theorem [-7, p. 108, Section 2.1]. 
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